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THE ECUMENICAL DIMENSION
IN THE FORMATION OF THOSE ENGAGED IN PASTORAL WORK

PREFACE
On 25 March 1993 His Holiness Pope John Paul II approved the revised Directory for the Application of
Principles and Norms on Ecumenism, confirmed it by his authority and ordered that it be published.
One of the Directory's main concerns is ecumenical formation in seminaries and theological faculties. So it was
decided that the 1995 Plenary Meeting of the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity should study and
make more explicit the principles and recommendations laid down in the Directory. To prepare for the Plenary's
discussion a consultation of specialists who teach various disciplines in seminaries and theological faculties
led to the drafting of two documents: one concerned with providing an ecumenical dimension to the formation
of those engaged in pastoral work, the other outlining the contents of a specialised course in ecumenism.
The 1995 Plenary Meeting was largely devoted to discussion of these proposals and suggestions for their
amendment. The bishops particularly recommended that a single text should be produced integrating the
contents of the two draft texts. This reworking was carried out during the Plenary Meeting and at its conclusion
the substance of the present text was examined and approved. It was left to the Pontifical Council staff to carry
out the remaining work of making it ready for publication. The Congregations for the Doctrine of the Faith and
Catholic Education have been involved in the preparation of this document.
At the special Audience which concluded the Plenary Meeting, the Holy Father underscored the significance
of the work which led to this study text:
"You have specifically studied the problem of ecumenical formation in seminaries and theological faculties,
which is one of the Directory's main concerns. You have wished to do so in a modern, practical way based
on the requirements of the
educational sciences, which cannot be limited to a mere course of information on the ecumenical movement. I
hope that the practical directives you have mentioned will allow the ecumenical dimension to become an integral
part of teaching the different disciplines, by using the interdisciplinary method and through inter-denominational
co-operation, provided for by the Ecumenical Directory".
The Holy Father added that such formation "is an essential challenge for the development of ecumenical
research and for its promotion in formation institutes and pastoral life".
The following text is therefore a Study Document which gathers together what is in the Ecumenical Directory and
makes it more explicit. It is addressed to all who have responsibility for theological and pastoral formation to
help them ensure that those who in the future will be engaged in pastoral work, and also those who will be
theology professors, receive adequate ecumenical formation. In this way they will better be able to respond to
what is required by the life of the Church in our day.
Edward Idris Cardinal Cassidy
President
Pierre Duprey
Titular Bishop of Thibar
Secretary

INTRODUCTION
[1] The Directory for the Application of Principles and Norms of Ecumenism insists that an ecumenical
dimension is to be fully present in all the different settings and means through which formation takes place,1
Chapter III. The present document from the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity is addressed to
each Bishop, to the Synods of Eastern Catholic Churches and the Episcopal Conferences, and also to those
with particular responsibility for formation for pastoral ministry. Its purpose is to assist them to carry out this
responsibility at the local, national and regional levels2 in conformity with the general principles provided in
the Second Vatican Council's Decree on Ecumenism Unitatis redintegratio (1964), the Directory (1993), and
the Encyclical Letter Ut unum sint (1995). The guidelines it contains emphasise the necessity of ecumenical
formation for all Christ's faithful. They especially concentrate on what is needed for the thorough ecumenical
formation of those who are preparing to engage in pastoral work, whether as ordained ministers or not, and
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particularly on recommendations for ensuring that their theological studies have the ecumenical dimension
required. This document intends to make more explicit what is requested in the Directory, particularly in Chapter
III, and needs to be read together with the passages referred to by the footnotes.
[2] "Concern for restoring unity pertains to the whole Church, faithful and clergy alike. It extends to everyone,
according to the potential of each, whether it be exercised in daily living or in theological and historical studies".3
The Second Vatican Council teaches that the restoration of full visible communion among all Christians is
the will of Christ and essential to the life of the Catholic Church. It is the task of all, of lay people as well
as ordained: "all the faithful are called upon to make a personal commitment towards promoting increasing
communion with other Christians".4 "The commitment to ecumenism [is] a duty of the Christian conscience
enlightened by faith and guided by love".5 This requires from everyone interior conversion and participation
in renewal in the Church. Consequently, formation in ecumenism is crucial in order to enable each person to
be prepared to make his or her own contribution to the work of unity. The "objective of ecumenical formation
is that all Christians be animated by the ecumenical spirit, whatever their particular mission and task in the
world and society".6 So there has necessarily to be a renewal of attitudes and flexibility of method which will
help form this ecumenical spirit.

A. Ecumenical Formation is Necessary for All the Faithful
[3] Since Christian formation is necessary at every level and stage of the Christian life, reflection is needed
on how to ensure the ecumenical dimension is present in these different kinds of formation. Consequently it is
vital that those with a central role in animating such formation — notably the clergy, members of institutes of
consecrated life and societies of apostolic life, catechists and others formally involved in religious education,
as well as leaders in new movements and ecclesial communities — should have had a thorough ecumenical
formation themselves.
[4] The Directory includes among the principal means of formation: hearing and studying the Word of God,
preaching, catechesis, liturgy and the spiritual life. Each of these will be incomplete unless it also contributes
to forming an ecumenical spirit. Indications are given of what this might involve.7
[5] Similarly, consideration has to be given to what will be required in the different settings mentioned by
the Directory in which formation actually takes place, notably the family, the parish, the school, and various
movements, associations and groups.8 For example it recommends that religious education in schools of every
kind and grade should have an ecumenical dimension, and aim to educate the hearts and minds of young
people in the necessary human and religious dispositions that will favour the search for Christian unity.9

B. The Ecumenical Formation of Theological Students, Seminarians and Future Pastoral Workers
[6] The following suggestions are primarily intended to encourage more thorough ecumenical formation during
the seminary or theological education of candidates for ordained ministry and theological students. However,
the Directory makes clear that these principles should be appropriately adapted for the formation of others
engaged in pastoral work.10
[7] "Ecumenical relations are a complex and delicate reality which require study and theological dialogue,
fraternal relations and contact, prayer and practical co-operation. We are called to work in all fields. Being
limited to one or another of them while neglecting the others can never produce results. This global view of
ecumenical activity must always be kept in mind when we present or explain our involvement".11 It is useful,
therefore, to point out some important general considerations concerning the formation required for such a task:
a) Since ecumenical formation is multi-levelled, preparing for work in the fields just mentioned,
it should aim not only to impart cognitive information but also to motivate and enliven the
ecumenical conversion and commitment of the participants. It should strengthen a spirit of faith which
recognises that ecumenism "transcends human powers and gifts".12
b) The Directory speaks of the need for a pedagogy adapted to "the concrete situation of the life of persons
and groups".13 Consequently, all appropriate inductive and deductive methods should be employed.
c) Doctrinal formation holds an essential place in ecumenical formation but spiritual, pastoral and ethical
questions should also be treated.
d) Doctrinal formation about ecumenism ought to take into account the context in which it is given. Special
attention should therefore be given to the particular ecumenical conditions and pastoral concerns of the country
or region concerned.14
[8] Patterns, structures and indeed length of theological programmes for students vary significantly from one
country to another. Also faculties of theology, seminaries, study centres for initial formation in religious orders,
and other pastoral, theological or catechetical institutes will in their own ways each find different possibilities
and encounter different constraints. It is not, therefore, feasible or desirable to attempt a blueprint which would
be applicable in every formation programme. However, the following two chapters do give important guidelines
for introducing the Directory's requirements of an ecumenical dimension in the teaching of each theological
discipline and of specific teaching on ecumenism.
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I. REQUIREMENTS FOR GIVING AN ECUMENICAL DIMENSION
TO EACH AREA OF THEOLOGICAL FORMATION
[9] Ecumenism should be fully integrated into the theological formation of those who are to engage in pastoral
work, so as to help them acquire "an authentically ecumenical disposition".15 The Directory calls for an
introductory course specifically in ecumenism.16 In addition, and even more importantly, it introduces a new
requirement: that reflection and planning should be undertaken in each discipline to ensure that an ecumenical
dimension permeates every subject taught.17 It mentions some key elements which can provide this and gives
indications for a fundamental ecumenical methodology. This chapter is concerned with this requirement.

A. Key Elements for the Ecumenical Dimension of Each Theological Discipline
[10] The Directory asks the Synods of the Oriental Catholic Churches and the Episcopal Conferences to ensure
that plans of study give an ecumenical dimension to each subject area.18 The life of faith and prayer of faith,
under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, indicate the attitude from which every subject should be approached: with
love for truth accompanied by a spirit of charity and humility.19 Such an attitude, which underlies the method of
true dialogue, is the context in which the key elements suggested by the Directory should be reflected on and
integrated with each subject in order to provide the necessary ecumenical dimension. These elements are:20
1. hermeneutics;
2. the "hierarchy of truths"; and
3. the fruits of ecumenical dialogues.
[11] . Hermeneutics is a necessary tool of ecumenical reflection if students are to learn how to distinguish
between the "deposit of faith" and the ways these truths are formulated.21 Hermeneutics is understood here as
the art of correct interpretation and correct communication of the truths which are found in Holy Scripture and
in the documents of the Church: liturgical texts, conciliar decisions, the writings of Fathers and Doctors of the
Church, and other documents of the Church's teaching authority, as well as in ecumenical texts. Furthermore,
ecumenical dialogue, which prompts the parties involved to question each other, to understand each other and
to explain their positions to each other, can help to determine whether different theological formulations are
complementary rather than contradictory and so develop mutually acceptable and transparent expressions of
faith.22 In this way a common ecumenical language is emerging.
[12] 2. The hierarchy of truths is indicated in the Decree Unitatis redintegratio as a criterion to be followed when
Catholics are presenting or comparing doctrines.23 The Catholic understanding of hierarchy of truths has been
developed in some post-conciliar documents.24 It has also been the subject of ecumenical dialogue.25 It may
also serve as a criterion for doctrinal formation in the Church and be applied in such areas as the spiritual life
and popular devotions.
[13] 3. The Fruits of the dialogues26 should be presented in a general way, and those responsible for teaching a
given subject should carefully evaluate any results which touch on the material they teach. Careful note should
be taken of distinctions used in agreed statements, such as divergence and convergence, partial agreement,
consensus, and full agreement. Such an evaluation, by fostering new insights, can aid the process of reception,
which is guided by the official teaching authority of the Church which has the responsibility of making the final
judgement about ecumenical statements. New insights that are accepted "enter into the life of the Church,
renewing in a certain way that which fosters reconciliation with other Churches and ecclesial Communities".27
It will assist the "serious examination" involving the whole People of God, called for by the Encyclical Letter Ut
unum sint, by which the results and statements of the various dialogues are not to remain "statements of
bilateral commissions but must become a common heritage".28
[14] In the teaching of each discipline attention should also be given to other factors which, though not
theological in the strict sense, have important ecumenical consequences, for example those arising from culture
and history.
[15] The Directory offers some pointers to how this ecumenical dimension might be drawn out in various
cases.29 More detailed examples are left to the reflection of those directly involved in teaching each discipline,
who will be able to relate what is required in their area of study to the needs of their respective country or
region and its Christian communities. However, paragraph 20 below contains important recommendations for
encouraging the reflection needed for this.

B. An Ecumenical Methodology in Each Theological Discipline
[16] In the Directory important indications are given for a fundamental ecumenical method which should be
applied in the teaching of each particular discipline.30 It comprises an analytical presentation of:
1. those elements Christians hold in common;
2. points of disagreement; and
3. the results of the ecumenical dialogues.
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[17] 1. Elements Christians Hold in Common. Attention should be drawn to the real communion already existing
among Christians, seen in their reverence for the living Word of God and their common profession of faith
in the triune God and in the redemptive action of Christ, the Son of God made man. It finds expression in
the various Creeds Christians share; it is embraced in the one sacrament of baptism which constitutes the
fundamental bond between them; it directs them all to full visible unity and a common destiny in the one
Kingdom of God.31
Moreover, each Communion treasures in its particular way "the riches of liturgy, spirituality and doctrine"32
which express this common faith.
All of this can be highlighted in a given field of teaching and will deepen appreciation of the mystery of the
Church, particularly that its unity "is realised in the midst of a rich diversity" and that legitimate diversity is a
dimension of the catholicity of the Church.33
[18] 2. Points of Disagreement. Against this background, it is possible to distinguish clearly where real rather
than apparent points of disagreement still exist. These should be examined in the particular discipline being
taught.34
[19] 3. The Results of the Ecumenical Dialogues. The above approach underlies the work of the various
ecumenical dialogues in progress.35 The results emerging from them therefore need to be carefully explained
and taken into account in the teaching of each particular subject matter. The indications provided in the
Encyclical Letter Ut unum sint can assist this presentation.36

C. Practical Recommendations
[20] To implement the proposals of Sections A and B above the hierarchical authorities and leaders of
academic institutions are recommended as a matter of urgency to encourage those who teach particular
disciplines (perhaps using regular meetings of their professional associations, e.g. of biblical scholars, dogmatic
theologians, moral theologians, liturgists, church historians, etc.) to:
a) explore together the ingredients necessary for the effective ecumenical teaching of various academic
courses, and encourage the appropriate integration of the ecumenical dimension at every level of study;
b) develop programmes which will take into account the extent of previous formation of the students and
whatever is required to make possible their fruitful participation in ecumenical study;
c) encourage collaboration and co-ordination between professors of different disciplines and different
institutions to ensure interdisciplinary ecumenical teaching, as indicated in theDirectory;37
d) promote co-operation, when appropriate, with professors from other Churches and ecclesial Communities,
for example by inviting them to present their ecclesial traditions of Christian faith and ways of living it out;38
e) prepare for submission to Church and academic authorities local directories or guidelines which would adapt
the general principles and norms to particular situations.39
[21] Moreover, those responsible for appointments to theological faculties and seminaries must ensure that
teachers and research workers are ready to employ an integrated ecumenical method in their respective
disciplines.

II. SPECIFIC TEACHING IN ECUMENISM
[22] In addition to introducing the above mentioned ecumenical dimension and ecumenical methodology
into the teaching of particular academic subject areas, the Directory requires aspecific course of Study in
Ecumenism:40
- It should be compulsory.41
- In accordance with academic statutes, there should be an examination or assessment of students' knowledge
of the       doctrinal content of this course.
- It should be accompanied by practical ecumenical experience.42
[23] According to the Directory, this course of study might be organised in two stages:
- early on, students could be given a general introduction to the ecumenical dimension of their studies;
- later more specific teaching would provide a broad knowledge of ecumenism, for synthesis with the rest of
their theological formation.43
The Directory gives pointers to the sort of content to be considered.44
[24] The following sections provide suggestions about:
a) the content of the General Introduction to Ecumenism; and
b) areas that later may require further specific treatment.
Their purpose is to help and encourage the reflection needed to put the required Course of Study in Ecumenism
in place and to decide on its structure. They will have to be adapted to particular circumstances and needs.

A. General Introduction to Ecumenism45
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[25] The purpose of this general introductory course is that students clearly understand that the aim of
ecumenism is the restoration of full visible unity among all Christians.46 The following topics are the minimum
required. Their content may be supplemented or expanded by referring to the specific areas outlined in section
B below.

a) The Catholic Church's commitment to ecumenism
- Biblical foundations of ecumenism, with reference to Lumen gentium 1-4, Unitatis redintegratio 2, Ut unum
sint 5-9;
- Catholic principles of ecumenism as presented in Lumen gentium (particularly 8, 14-15), Unitatis
redintegratio Chapter 1, Directory Chapter 1, Ut unum sint Chapter 1;
- the meaning of communion (koinônia), the necessity of renewal and conversion, the place of doctrine, the
primacy of prayer;
- main factors contributing to separation, theological and non-theological (e.g. historical and cultural factors);
- efforts in history to repair divisions.

b) The fundamental role of ecumenical dialogue - Ut unum sint
- Formation for dialogue and for engagement in ecumenical relationships; the meaning and method of dialogue,
with reference to Ut unum sint 28-39 and Directory §§ 172-182;
- doctrine, as well as history, culture, liturgical prayer and spirituality as areas for dialogue;
- important terms and distinctions: oikoumene, common witness, hierarchy of truths, legitimate diversity,
plurality and complementarity of expressions of faith, the distinction between ecumenism and inter-religious
dialogue;
- aims, methods and results of selected dialogues;
- principal questions for further dialogue, with reference to Ut Unum Sint 79.

c) Some current ecumenical issues
- Spiritual ecumenism and the importance of ecumenical prayer;
- Catholic principles directing spiritual and sacramental sharing;
- the search for unity and the task of mission;
- common witness;
- ethical problems.

B. Areas for Further Specific Treatment
[26] Some of the following topics may require more specialised study in the later stages of formation:47

a) Biblical Foundations for Ecumenism48
God's plan for the unity of his people and the whole of humanity:
- the Trinitarian unity of Father, Son and Holy Spirit;
- the unity in creation willed by God and damaged by sin unity with God, with other human beings and with
creation;
- the covenant, election and the role of the People of God;
- the life, death and resurrection of Jesus in order to gather into one the scattered children of God;
- the prayer of Jesus that all might be one that the world may believe;
- the promised Spirit who leads into all truth and equips with spiritual gifts and ministries to build up the Body
of Christ;
- the mission of the Apostles together with Peter in the service of unity;
- the unity of believers through baptism in the name of the Trinity and the idea of koinônia.

b) Catholicity in Time and Place49
We confess in the Creed one, holy, catholic and apostolic Church. In this ecclesiological context, the following
subjects will be explored:
- concept of oikoumene in the New Testament and the early Church;
- full visible unity as goal of the ecumenical movement;50
- communion between local and universal Church: legitimate diversity as a dimension of catholicity;51
- episcopal collegiality, and synodality;
- the unity of the Church and the unity of humankind, and associated issues such as racism, inclusiveness of
women and the marginalized.

c) Doctrinal Basis of Ecumenism52
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Attention should be given to the theology of communion and the already existing bonds of communion,53 in
particular:
- apostolic faith;
- holy Scripture;
- Creeds;
- baptism;
- sacramental life;
- liturgical hymns and prayers.

d) History of Ecumenism54
A presentation of the history of ecumenism has to take into account both achievements and failures. The
following topics might be reflected on:
- unity and diversity in the early Church, for example: Acts 15 and Galatians 2 and the resolution of tensions
between Peter and Paul; the writings of Apostolic Fathers such as Clement of Rome and Ignatius of Antioch;
- divisions which continue to have significance today:
a) from the 5th century (Ephesus, Chalcedon);
b) from the 11th century (separation between Constantinople and Rome);
c) from the 16th century (Reformation);
d) from more recent developments (e.g. origin of Methodism, Old Catholics);
- attempts to re-establish unity, such as: the Council of Florence (1439); the Augsburg Confession (1530); the
'Malines Conversations' (1921-1926);
- the development of the contemporary ecumenical movement and the renewed search for Christian unity:
a) the establishment of the World Council of Churches, and preceding events;
b) the Second Vatican Council (especially Lumen gentium and Unitatis redintegratio) and prior developments
in Catholic ecumenism;
- the bilateral and multilateral theological dialogues and their results;
- Christological agreements with the Ancient Churches of the East;
- biographies of key figures in this history.

e) Purpose and Method of Ecumenism55
The Catholic understanding of unity sees it as a gift by means of which God makes Christians sharers in his
own communion. Its central constituents are:
- unity of faith;
- unity in the sacramental life;
- unity in ministry.
Unitatis redintegratio Chapter 1 should be the starting-point.56 Similar ideas are increasingly found in other
ecumenical documents.57
Different models of unity discussed in the ecumenical movement could be presented and evaluated in the light
of Catholic teaching, for example:
- confederation;
- unity in action and witness;
- reconciled diversity;
- conciliar fellowship;
- Leuenberg Agreement;
- model of Council of Florence;
- organic unity;
- eucharistic koinônia.
Hope in the fulfilment of Christ's prayer for unity animates the Catholic Church's ecumenical commitment and
engagement in dialogue, and finds expression in many official church documents, notably:
- The Catechism of the Catholic Church (1992);
- Directory for the Application of Principles and Norms on Ecumenism (1993);
- Tertio millennio adveniente (1994);
- Ut unum sint (1995);
- Orientale lumen (1995).

f) Spiritual Ecumenism
"Spiritual ecumenism" should be regarded as "the soul of the whole ecumenical movement".58 It is therefore
an essential ingredient in ecumenical formation. Themes to be explored include:
- the necessity of conversion and holiness of life;59
- the value and importance for ecumenism of prayer in common;60
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- the "Week of Prayer for Christian Unity";
- the variety of spirituality, piety and forms of prayer in the different confessional traditions;
- the emergence of an ecumenical spirituality, associated with, for example: common study of and reflection
on the Bible, and common translations;61 common liturgical texts and hymn books;62 shared prayer events,
such as Women's World Day of Prayer and the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity; ecumenical co-operation
in catechesis;63
- the idea of a common martyrology.64
Religious orders and congregations and societies of apostolic life can make an important ecumenical
contribution by fostering awareness among all Christians of the call to conversion and holiness of life.65

g) Other Churches and Ecclesial Communities66
General information should be provided about the major Christian communions, and attention given to those
Churches and ecclesial Communities which have entered into dialogue with the Catholic Church or which are
of special significance in a particular country or region. For example:
- Orthodox Church;
- the Ancient Churches of the East (Coptic, Ethiopian, Syrian, Armenian) and the Assyrian Church of the East;
- Churches and ecclesial Communities from the Reformation period (e.g. Anglicans, Lutherans, Reformed);
- Free Churches (e.g. Methodists, Baptists, Disciples of Christ, classical Pentecostals).
There should be a presentation of particular symbols and confessional formulae, such as:
- Thirty Nine Articles (Anglican);
- Augsburg Confession (Lutheran);
- Heidelberg Catechism and Westminster Confession (Reformed).
Reference should also be made to respective theological trends and emphases, liturgical traditions, church
order and discipline, authority structures and forms of ministry of Churches both of the East and the West.

h) Principal Areas for Further Dialogue67
- The relationship between Sacred Scripture, as the highest authority in matters of faith, and Sacred Tradition,
as indispensable to the interpretation of the Word of God;
- the Eucharist, as the Sacrament of the Body and Blood of Christ, an offering of praise to the Father, the
sacrificial memorial and Real Presence of Christ and the sanctifying outpouring of the Holy Spirit;
- ordination, as a Sacrament, to the threefold ministry of the episcopate, presbyterate and diaconate;
- the Magisterium of the Church, entrusted to the Pope and the Bishops in communion with him, understood
as a responsibility and an authority exercised in the name of Christ for teaching and safeguarding the faith;
- the Virgin Mary, as Mother of God and Icon of the Church, the spiritual Mother who intercedes for Christ's
disciples and for all humanity;
- the understanding of the Church;
- the nature and exercise of the primacy of the Bishop of Rome.68

i) Specific Ecumenical Issues69
The significance of these issues, and therefore the treatment they require, will differ from place to place.
Attention should be given to the Catholic Church's principles and norms and how these may differ from those
of other Churches, concerning for example:
- mutual recognition of baptism;70
- shared worship;71
- sacramental sharing;72
- mixed marriages;73
- ministry and role of women in the Church;74
- role of the laity.75

j) Ecumenism and Mission76
The intimate relationship of ecumenism and the missionary work of the Church should be explored:
- Christian unity and the missionary nature of the Church: "May they be one ... that the world may believe";77
- Christian divisions as grave obstacle for the preaching of the Gospel;78
- baptism and common faith as the foundation of ecumenical co-operation in mission;79
- missionary activity is not directed at fellow Christians.80

k) Contemporary Challenges for Ecumenism
- Ecumenical dimension of ethical questions and new scientific developments;81
- the inculturation of faith;
- proselytism;82
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- theological and pastoral challenge of sects, cults and new religious movements;83
- the linking of faith to politics through nationalism and chauvinism;
- secularism within the Churches.

C. A Note on Ecumenical Materials and Textbooks
[27] The teaching of ecumenism should make use of the principal documents of Catholic ecumenism already
referred to and also introduce books and texts from other Churches which faithfully expound their teaching. This
is "to permit honest and objective comparisons and to stimulate a further deepening of Catholic doctrine".84
The choice of works used will have to reflect the Churches with which a particular course is most concerned.
The following sources of material are basic:
- ecumenical dictionaries, concordances and comparative thematic studies;
- historic and contemporary confessional texts;
- documents, reports and agreed statements produced by bilateral and multilateral ecumenical dialogues;
- Histories of the ecumenical movement.
Some examples of these are indicated below.85

D. Further Recommendations
[28] Genuine ecumenical formation must not remain solely academic; it should also include ecumenical
experience.86 For example:
- visits should be organised to the churches and worship of other Christian traditions;
- meetings and exchanges can be arranged with those in other Churches and ecclesial Communities who are
also studying and preparing for pastoral ministry;
- occasions should be found for common prayer with other Christians especially, but not only, during the Week
of Prayer for Christian Unity;
- joint study days and discussions will enable experience of the doctrine and life of other Christians;
- in certain circumstances, it may also be possible to invite lecturers and experts from other Christian
traditions.87
[29] There are important pastoral and practical matters which should not be omitted from ecumenical formation,
especially that of seminarians. If it is not possible to include them adequately in the specific teaching on
ecumenism special provision should be made - in the case of those who will be ordained, for example, in the
period of preparation for diaconate. These issues include:
- practical guidelines about mutual recognition of baptism, ecumenical worship, sacramental sharing, the
preparation, celebration and pastoral care of mixed marriages, the conducting of funerals, problems arising
with sects and new religious movements;
- ensuring familiarity with ecumenical directives and guidelines: the relevant canons from the Codes of Canon
Law, directives from the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity, especially the 1993 Directory for the
Application of Principles and Norms on Ecumenism, and from the Episcopal Conference or Synod, as well as
the diocesan Bishop;
- information about the local, regional and national ecumenical organisations, e.g. diocesan ecumenical
commissions, Councils of Churches, and ecumenical dialogues on the regional or national level.
[30] These Guidelines have mainly been concerned with the ecumenical formation of those preparing for
pastoral ministry. The Directory also has important recommendations for the ongoing or permanent formation of
ordained ministers and pastoral workers, which is vital for continual evolution in the ecumenical movement.88
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